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Report: 
In our experiment HE-2518 in December 2006 we performed soft x-ray resonant magnetic scattering 
(SXRMS) on NiFe patterned dots, in reflection geometry, at the Ni L3 edge using circularly polarized 
radiation from ID08. The response from different samples was measured in two dimensions (qx-qy) using a 
soft x-ray CCD camera mounted directly onto the UHV diffractometer. We studied the magnetization state at 
various stages of the switching process under applied magnetic field. We expected to obtain diffraction 
patterns for samples with different geometric parameters, such as diameter and centre-to-centre separations at 
various stages of the magnetization reversal.  

Following the pilot measurements (HE-2221), we constructed and set up a 
specifically designed magnet allowing application of magnetic fields parallel 
to both the plane of the sample and the incedence plane.  The magnet was 
controlled by the software available on the controll line, so that the 
experiments were carried out in the continous regime, in which the 
application of the field followed a specific sequence of field points 
representing different magnetisation states of the sample.   

Figure 2a shows a typical diffraction pattern measured on a hexagonal array 
of 260 nm diameter NiFe dots with a thickness of 25 nm. In order to extract 
the magnetic contribution we used the following procedure. For each measurement at specific value of the 
field we also took a diffraction image of the sample in two saturated states, negative and positive. The 
difference of the later two played the role of a normalised ‘background’, which was subtracted from the 
diffraction maps at each point of the field. Each single image was measured over ~ 4 s, with the maximum of 
the signal level acceptable for CCD. Overall we have measured the field depndence of reflectivity for 4 
samples with approximately 40 points of interest (magnetic states) per each hysteresis loop. To average the 
random variation of the signal (instability of the beam) the loop measurements were repeated over 10 times 
per each sample. 

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the diffraction pattern measured at the point of interest and the saturated 
fields. This figure also demonstrates a resultant crossection after subtracting the  normalised background. As 
was determined from the preliminary analysis the field variation of the crossection amplitude follows a 
similar hysteretic dependence (figure 3a) as determined by Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE).  There is 
also evidence of variation of the pattern itself. The later however can be less prominant due to the fact that 

 

Fig 1. Magnet set-up inside the 
diffraction chamber of ID08. 
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depending on the magnetic structure the maximum of variation can coinside with the 2nd and 3rd order peaks 
with less prominent amplitudes. Figure 3b shows half of a normalised hysteretic dependence of all 
(measuremeble) peaks extracted from all the diffraction patterns measured for sample 4. For this sample it is 
evident that both, specular and first order peaks follow the same dependence, however the second and third 
order peaks significantly deviates from this curve. This dependence is unfortunately much noisy, so the 
simulation of the effect is much obscured.  The variation of the pattern with the field is currently analysed 
with simulation of the magnetic states and their respective reflectivity pattern.  We have also performed 
measurments with X-ray photo-emmission microscopy, which will be used for simulation and reconstruction 
of the magnetic states with SXRMS. 
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a) c) b) 

Fig. 3. a) Intensity of the specular reflection peak measured as function applied field (2min measurement). b) 
Normalised intensity of specular, 1st order and 2nd order peaks from all measurements on sample 4. c) Charge 
and magnetic intensities variation as function of time during all field measurments on the sample.    

It should be noted that although the experiments were completed as proposed, we came across to two major 
obsticles, which greatly complicated the forgoing simulation work and the analysis of the data. Firstly, the 
instability of the signal. It was found that the the amplitude of the detected pattern changes significantly with 
time.  This variation is not uniform, and is likely of some mechanical nature. In all cases during a long 
measurement routine we observed a ‘jittering’  effect as well as a reduction of amplitude of the signal. Figure 
3c shows how the signal measured for a fixed integrated area of one peak changed with time during the 
measurements. Given the fact that the analysys very much depends on the comparison between different 
peaks the instability of the beam significantly increases the complexity of reconstruction of the magnetic 
states. Secondly, to a very great surprise, we have found that all samples fabricated on polished silicon 
substrates did not show any difraction (although the quality of the surface and optical reflection was the best 
optimised specifically for these experiments). The x-ray scattering showed only specular reflection with large 
difuse broadenning. Another set of samples on SiO2 substrates, which was of less superier quality and with 
not well defined magnetic vortex state, has shown a typical hexagonal pattern as normally have been 
observed for these structures. We speculate that the length scale of surface roughness of the silicon substrates 
maybe of the order of wavelength of the source, thus leading to increased defuse scatter ovepowering the 
intensity of the diffraction peaks.                           
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Fig. 2. a) Diffraction reflectivity pattern as detected on CCD (shown in log scale) b) Crossection through 
peaks 1, 2, 3. c) Extracted magnetic cross-section through peaks 4,2,5.   
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